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Strategic Message Planner: Quik-Chill® 

Advertising Goal 

To introduce Temperature Kitchenware’s new product, Quik-Chill® and establish its 

market. 

Client: Key Facts 

• Temperature Kitchenware makes kitchen appliances that deal with the temperature of 

food and drinks. It makes products portable and easily accessible. 

• Everett Thompson founded Temperature Kitchenware in 2006. 

• Temperature Kitchenware won Consumer’s Digest: Best Buy Award in 2008 for 

providing quality and inexpensive products to customers.  

• The company won the Nest Product Award in 2010 for creating innovative and 

portable kitchen appliances. 

• The company’s products are sold in its stores in Texas or through its website, 

temperaturekitchenware.com  

• Total revenues in the past fiscal year were $11 million. 

• Its headquarters are in Austin, Texas. 

• Main products include: hot plates, microwaves, freezers, grills and refrigerators. 

• The company’s mission is to create products that are affordable, portable and last a 

long time so that if a customer moves, Temperature Kitchenware moves with them. 

 



Product: Key Features 

What Is the Product? 

• Quik-Chill® is a cooling plate that cools down food and drinks in about 3 to 5 

minutes. 

• It is portable. 

• It is lightweight. 

• There are different sizes available. 

• It has an adjustable temperature and an on-off switch. 

• The Quik-Chill® keeps things cool for long periods of time without diluting drinks. 

• It cools things down quicker than a refrigerator. 

• It is compact so it does not take up a lot of room. 

• The plate is easily cleanable. 

• It has a long, retractable power chord and car plug-in adapter. 

• The Quik-Chill® is $19.99 and comes in a cardboard box already made. 

What Is the Purpose of the Product? 

• The purpose of the Quik-Chill® is to provide a way to cool down food or drinks 

quicker than a refrigerator and keep them cool for long periods of time. This will help 

food and drinks taste better. 

• This product allows customers a portable and affordable way to keep their food and 

drinks at their ideal coolness level. 

 

 



What Is the Product Made of? 

• The Quik-Chill® has a polycarbon frame with rubber feet to protect furniture. 

• It has an aluminum cooling plate so metal containers will not rust on it. 

• Features include a 60-inch retractable chord that also includes a car plug-in adapter. 

Who and What Made the Product? 

• Charlie Wilson, head designer at Temperature Kitchenware, and Everett Thompson, 

founder of Temperature Kitchenware, worked hand-in-hand designing this product 

along with an award-winning mechanical engineers team. 

• Jamplast inc. provided the polycarbon materials. 

• Tri-State Aluminum provided the aluminum 

• The Quik-Chill® is sold in Temperature Kitchenware’s stores in Texas or through its 

website, temperaturekitchenware.com. 

Target Audiences: Demographics and Psychographics 

The targeted audience for this ad is 20-34 year old young working adults who own homes 

residing in Texas. Most are young families in the middle class who have a couple of 

children. This is the targeted market because they seem to have the greatest need for the 

Quik-Chill®. 

The U.S. Census report on the median household incomes in 2012 in Texas said most 

income is from $45,000 to $49,999. However, Temperature Kitchenware is expanding 

their targeted income to include those in between $30,000 to $50,000.  

In 2010, 16,331,580 individuals owned a home and the number of people between the 

ages of 20-34 year-olds residing in Texas is a total of 5,430,552. 



These young adults are balancing work and a home life. Therefore, their time is valuable 

and there is little time to waste. They want a quality product that makes life more 

efficient and easily accessible and does not cost a lot of money. 

Because this is a new product that has never been purchased before, it is the company’s 

opinion that this target audience will gain the most from the Quik-Chill® because it 

seems to fit their personalities and is a needed product. 

 

Product Benefits 

• The Quik-Chill® is portable: A person can use it in different rooms with ease. 

• It is lightweight: Someone can easily carry it into different locations without 

struggling to carry the Quik-Chill®. 

• There are different sizes available: A person can use it for different sized foods or 

drinks. 

• It has an adjustable temperature: It fits the individuals perfect level of coolness 

applied to a food or drink. 

• The Quik-Chill® keeps things cold for long periods of time: Because they live in 

Texas, it helps the food or drink stay cool under the heat of the Texas sun. 

• It cools items down quicker than a refrigerator does: The individual is using three 

minutes of their time instead of 30 minutes to cool something down. 

• The Quik-Chill® is only $19.99 so it is not expensive: People get a quality product 

without having to spend a lot of money. 

• It does not take up a lot of counter space: There is more room to use the space for 

other things. 



• It is easily cleanable: It will not take a lot of maintenance or upkeep so an individual 

can spend time doing something besides cleaning this product. 

• The Quik-Chill® has a 60-inch retractable chord that has a car plug-in adapter: It 

reaches multiple places and adds versatility including use in a car. 

Direct Competitors and Brand Images 

Kitchen appliances that keep edible items cold: 

• KitchenAid® Refrigerators: Target audience believes this is one of the leading 

refrigerator manufacturers. However, the audience says it takes too long to cool down 

certain items in a refrigerator. They also say that refrigerators cost top dollar and it 

would be nice to have something simple and cost-efficient to cool items down fast. 

• Energy Star Chest Freezers: Target audiences believe that they save customers money 

by being energy-efficient, but that they make things too cold and don’t allow for a 

middle cool temperature; it’s either not cold at all or too cold to use. 

Indirect Competitors and Brand Images 

• Atlas hot & cold plates: Target audience believes that these are used more for science 

experiments, but could potentially have similar components that could affect sales of 

the Quik-Chill®. 

• Coasters: Target audience uses them to protect furniture not to change the 

temperature of something. 

• Hot plates: Target audience likes using these to heat up things quickly and efficiently, 

but they want to be able to cool things down quickly just as much. 

 



Product Brand Image 

• Current brand image: There is no current brand image because it is a brand new 

product brand. 

• Desired brand image: The Quik-Chill® is an efficient and affordable way of cooling 

down and keeping things cool for a long period of time. The company wants to 

establish a market for the Quik-Chill®. 

• Brand image challenge: Making consumers aware that this product is available to 

them and creating interest in the Quik-Chill®. 

Strategic Message: The Promise 

The Quik-Chill® cools down food and drinks quicker than a refrigerator and it’s just a 

plug away. 

Supporting Evidence: The Proof 

• It is portable because it is lightweight and has a 60-inch retractable chord and a car 

plug-in adapter. 

• It is customizable because an individual can choose a specific size and adjust the 

temperature to their liking. 

• The Quik-Chill® saves time by cooling things down quicker than a refrigerator. 

• It is not high-maintenance because it is easily cleanable and does not take up a lot of 

room and does not cost a lot of money. 

• The Quik-Chill® makes things taste better by efficiently cooling the temperature 

down while keeping it cold for a long period time with little to no effort from the 

customer. 



 

 

Cool down food and drinks with the  

Quik-Chill®   
quicker than a Refrigerator and  

It is just a plug away. 

Quik-Chill®   
Keep it COOL 

For more information or to order, visit 
temperaturekitchenware.com 



Title: Introducing Quik-Chill®  
Client/Sponsor: Temperature Kitchenware 
Length: 30 seconds 
Air Date: June 1- Aug. 1, 2013 

 
 
  MUSIC:     
Ice Ice Baby Instrumental (begin at :7)               
 
(Establish, then under) 
 
ANNOUNCER:              Throughout the day, your drink becomes 

            diluted and won’t be cold anymore. You  

            don’t have time to keep it cold, so there  

            goes another wasted beverage. 

(PAUSE) 

ANNOUNCER:          With the QUICK-CHILL, you can open  

            a new can of pop . . . 

SFX: Soda Can opening                                                                                                                   

(begin at :2. end at :3) 

ANNOUNCER:         And in minutes have it cool and ready to  

           enjoy. Keep food and drinks cold with  

           the QUICK-CHILL and it’s only 19- 

           NINETY-NINE-DOLLARS. To order or  

                for more information, go to TEMPER- 

          A-TURE-KITCHEN-WARE-DOT-COM. 

          Keep it cool with the QUICK-CHILL. 

                           

-more- 



 

 

 

          MUSIC: 

Ice Ice Baby Instrumental (cont.)                                                                

(Up then fade out at :37.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

### 

 



Title: Introducing Quik-Chill®  
Client/Sponsor: Temperature Kitchenware 
Length: 60 seconds 
Air Date: June 1- Aug. 1, 2013 

 
 
CHYRON—Temperature Kitchenware (:3)                                MUSIC:                                         
                         
            Ice Ice Baby Instrumental (begin at :7)  

            (Establish, then under) 

 
            

        ANNOUNCER:      

            Temperature Kitchenware introduces . . . 

CU—Picture of Quik-Chill®  (:4)        . . . The QUICK-CHILL. 

WS—Family packing car for trip (:5)        Driving somewhere? Forget packing the         

            ice chest and ice.  

CU—Male driving (:8)        Just plug in the QUICK-CHILL and in  

           minutes, you can get back to enjoying the 

           drive and you cold food and drinks.  

MS—Group of business people (:5)                   At work, you don’t have 30 minutes to  

           chill a drink down. 

WS—Cola on Quik-Chill® (:5)       Place the beverage in the QUICK-CHILL 

          and in minutes, it is ready to drink. 

CU—Two guys watching football (:8)     And while you’re at home, don’t miss  

          any of the big game because you were  

          trying to get something cold to drink. 

-more- 



 

     

   

WS—Guys eating & watching football. (:6)      You don’t even have to move to cool  

          down refreshments with the 

          QUICK-CHILL.  

CHYRON—Quik-Chill® with price (:4)           The QUICK-CHILL can be yours for just  

              19- NINETY-NINE-DOLLARS.  

CU—Picture of Quik-Chill® (:3)       To order or for more information . . .  

CHYRON—Temperature Kitchenware              Go to TEMP-ER-A-TURE-KITCHEN- 

          website (:5)        WARE-DOT-COM. 

CHRON—Quik-Chill® logo (:2)                         Keep it cool with the QUICK-CHILL. 

                            MUSIC   

            Ice Ice Baby Instrumental (cont.)          

            (Up and then fade, out at 1:00)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

### 



 Temperature Kitchenware introduces . . .   . . . The Quik-Chill®. 

 Place that beverage on the Quik-Chill® and in 

minutes, it is ready to drink. 
  At work, you don’t have 30 minutes to chill a 

drink down. 

Just plug in the Quik-Chill® and in minutes, you 

can get back to enjoying the drive and your cold 

food and drinks. 

Driving somewhere? Forget packing the ice chest 

and ice. 



 To order or for more information . . . 

Keep it cool with the Quik-Chill® 

And while you’re at home don’t miss any of the 

big game because you were trying to get        

something cold to drink. 

 The Quik-Chill® can be yours for just $19.99 

temperaturekitchenware.com 

You don’t even have to move to cool down        

refreshments with the Quik-Chill®.  

. . . go to temperaturekitchenware.com 
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